Sufficient passivation of recombination active defects in the bulk of crystalline silicon solar cells using atomic hydrogen is a key feature for reaching high conversion efficiencies. This is of special interest for promising lowcost multi-crystalline (mc) materials. as a substantial cost reduction concerning Watt-peak(W,)-costs seems to be possible. The effectiveness of thjs hydrogenation is strongly influenced by the diffusion kinetics of atomic hydrogen in silicon. Oxygen impurities seem to play a major role, as they have the ability to trap hydrogen, slowing down the diffusion of hydrogen atoms.
INTRODUCTION
The diffusion of hydrogen in mono Si was extensively studied in the past. Van Wieringen and Warmoltz [l] could determine the diffusivity of H in mono Si, and this data was confirmed to be valid in a broad temperature range (see [2, 3] for a summary). Diffusion of hydrogen in mc Si is much more complex because of the additional interaction with defects and not much is known about the kinetics, although mc Si solar cell processing relies a lot on hydrogenation during solar processing to increase efficiency.
Based on results already presented earlier [4, 5] , this presentation will address some of the remaining issues in the hydrogenation process. This is a key feature for fabrication of efficient solar cells made from defect-rich but cost-effective materials allowing a reduction in W,-costs.
In this paper two studies will be presented. Both differ in the materials chosen for the experiment. The first experiment was carried out on Ribbon Growth on Substrate (RGS) silicon. This material offers the possibility of a significant cost reduction in photovoltaics because of the very high production speed of 1 wafer per second [6].
As this material contains a large amount of defects, hydrogenation is an important part of the solar cell process to increase material quality. Knowledge on hydrogen kinetics is therefore very important in order to optimise cell processing [7] .
On the other hand we have chosen mono-crystalline Czochralski (Cz) silicon with oxygen as the only major contaminant. The lack of other defects in significant concentrations makes Cz an ideal candidate to monitor the effect of oxygen on hydrogen kinetics. 
EXPERIMENT
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Figure I: Annealing steps performed for the two Cz materials. All Cz samples were submitted to an initial short homogenisation step at 1050 "C for 15 min.
Processing
Wafers have been subjected to certain solar cell processing steps to simulate the thermal load during cell fabrication. The applied processing steps are visualized in figure 2. After the annealing steps described in figure 1 (only for Cz wafers), a POC13 diffusion in an opewtube furnace was carried out leading to an emitter sheet resistivity of 50 Qlsq. PECVD SIN deposition was performed in a remote plasma reactor using ND3 instead of NH3. The SiH4 to ND3 ratio was t11.6 resulting in a refractive index n of 2.1-2.2. The following firing step in a conventional belt furnace was the same as used for cofiring of screemprinted metal contacts in industrial-type solar cell processing. Furthermore. in [4] it was stated that interaction between 0 and 0 might take place via the interface of the 0-precipitates formed at high temperatures. This would explain why there is a slightly steeper Dprofile for RGSl compared to RGSZ with the same overall [0] but a large amount of m a l t O-precipitates in RGS1 and a smaller amount of larger O-precipitates in RGSZ. This speculation can only be investigated in more detail when another material is chosen, which allows investigation of this specific feature. Interestingly, all data points close to the initial wafer surface show significantly lower [D] . This could be explained by out-diffusion of 0 during the annealing steps.
As this drop in D-signal can be detected even for Cz1 asgrown, this out-diffusion should happen already at the initial homogenisation step at I000 "C for 15 min. which was applied for all Cz samples. 
SUMMARY
